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1. PRELIMINARIES

1.1. Historical notes. In 9 there is an example of a Schr6dinger operator generated by the

Hamiltonian

d 2 + (52
H dx2 �OS2 XI > 0.4

Since the potential of (1) has a countable number of singularities on R which spoil the local

integrability, operators T are constructed, generated by (1) in the spaces

2 7r 7rL - + i7r, + i7r i E Z,
(_ 2 2 I

and then the direct sum operator (DiEzT is considered in the space

2 7r 7r
EDiEzL - + i, - + ir

(_ 2 2

This physical example gave birth to the theory of general differential direct sum operators,

or in the text below vector-operators. Beginning from 1992, the theory of differential vector-

operators has been investigated in connection with their non-spectral properties in a Hilbert

space Ql] 2 3 and in complete locally convex spaces 4], [5]). The interest in such a theory

is explained by its numerous applications in theoretical physics ad pure mathematics. Thus,

physical applications may be found in a single or a multi-particle quantum mechanics, especially

in problems where a quantum system is split into a number of disconnected subsystems under

the influence of a potential. Such a physical situation is also well described by the theory of

Schr6dinger operators on graphs and hence under special boundary conditions a differential

operator on a graph may be represented as a differential vector-operator. For applications

in quantum mechanics see also the respective references in 3 Some most modern results in

connection with the spectral theory of differential operators on graphs may be found in 6 7 ]

and references therein.

As it was shown in the fundamental works 2 and 3 a differential vector-operator is an

object which resembles an ordinary differential operator by its general properties, but in fact it

has a much more complicated structure. Only in exceptional cases a differential vector-operator

may be interpreted as an ordinary differential operator.

Although the larger part of the studies concerned only non-spectral properties of differential

vector-operators, recently there has been some development of their spectral theory. Some

results describing the position of spectra of Schr6dinger vector-operators were presented in 1985

in 9 and the most recent results for general quasi-differential vector-operators belong to Sobhy

El-Sayed Ibrahim [10, 11].

The internal spectral structure of abstract vector-operators was first investigated in 12], for

which see also 13, 14]. The structure of coordinate operators as differential operators played

the key role in [15] where the isometry making the ordered representation was described in

terms of generalized eigenfunctions of a differential vector-operator. In this paper we show that

spectral resolutions of differential vector-operators may be represented as a specific direct sum
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integral operator with a kernel written in terms of generalized vector-operator eigenfunctions

(Theorem 26). These generalized eigenfunctions appear to be only measurable relative to the

spectral parameter, therefore it is an essential problem to obtain their decomposition over some

set of analytical kernels. This problem is positively solved by Theorem 27 of the current work.

Theorem 27 in particular gives birth to the spectral theory of differential vector-operators in

matrix Hilbert spaces.

1.2. Mathematical background. Basic concepts of quasi-differential operators are well de-

scribed in 2 3). A good reference for operators with real coefficients is the book- of M.A.

Naimark [161.

Let Q be a finite or a countable set of indices. On Q, we have a multi-interval differential

Everitt-Markus-Zettl system 11i,,riliEn, where I are arbitrary intervals of the real line and ri

are formally self-adjoint differential expressions of a finite order. This EMZ system generates

a family of Hilbert spaces fL2(1,) = VbEn and families of minimal {T,,j,,,jJiEn and maximal2
T.X' JEn differential operators. Consider a respective family TbEn of self-adjoint extensions.

Further, we introduce a system Hilbert space L2 = (DiEf2L?, consisting of the vectors f J)iEnfi

such that f E L? and

11f112 11f,11? If,12
iEQ iEQ fi� dx < oc.

In the space L2 consider the operator T : D (T) L 2 L 2, defined on the domain

2 11TD(T) f C L f,112 < 0

iEQ

by Tf = DiEnTfi.

The operator T is called a self-adjoint differential vector-operator generated by the self-adjoint

extensions T, or simply a vector-operator (or shortly a v-operator). If is infinite, the vector-

operator T is called infinite. The operators T are called coordinate operators.

The abstract preliminaries for this work may be found, for instance, in books 17, 18].

Fix i E Q. For each Ti there exists a unique resolution of the identity EA and a unitary

operator Ui, making the isometrically isomorphic mapping of the Hilbert space L? onto the

space L2 M,, M,), where the operator T is represented as a multiplication operator. Below, we

remind the structure of the mapping Uj.

We call E L 2 a cyclic vector if for each z E L? there exists a Borel function f, such that

z = f Ti)0. Generally, there is no a cyclic vector in L? but there is a collection jokj of them

in L?, such that L? E)k L? (0k), where ok) axe T-invariant subspaces in L? generated by

the cyclic vectors ok That is L?(Ok = if T)0kj' for a varying Borel function f, such that

Ok E D(f (T)).

A vector q6 E L? is called maximal relative to the operator T, if each measure (E'(-)x,.x)i,

x E L?, is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure (E' 0, ) .
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For each Hilbert space L?, there exist a unique (up to unitary equivalence) decomposition L?I I
(DkL? W�), where WI is maximal in L? relatively to T, and a decreasing set of multiplicity sets eik

2where e' is the whole line, such that EkL?(W�) is equivalent with (DkL (e', pi), where the measure1 1 1 k

of the ordered representation is defined as i(.) = L" (.) WI, WI)i. A spectral representation of T2 %
in (DkL2 (e , i) is called the ordered representation and it is unique, up to a unitary equivalence.k

Two operators are called equivalent, if they create the same ordered representation of their

spaces.

A well-known theorem [18, Ch. XIII, Section 5, Theorem 1) represents the structural result

for the ordered representation of the operator T in its abstract form. Since the generalized

eigenfunctions Wk(x, A) from this theorem are only measurable with respect to the spectral

parameter A, the usual technique is to decompose them using an analytical basis of solutions

of the equation (-r - A)o- = 0. At that, frequently we do not need all the basis functions and

use only a part of them. The Defining system ,, . . . , o, is the subsystem of the solution basis

such that all Wk (-,A) belong to its linear capsule. This treatment leads to a very important

conception of matrix Hilbert spaces.

2. THE STRUCTURE OF THE SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION FOR THE VECTOR-OPERATOR T

For i E Q, we introduce a sliced union of sets Mi (see also preliminaries) as a set M, containing

all Mi on different copies of UiEnMi. The sets Mi do not intersect in M, but they can superpose,

i.e. two sets Mi and Mj superpose, if their projections in the set UiEQMi intersect.
2 2 -th place.

For zi E L?, i E Q, define ii = 10,..., 0, z, 0,..., 0 E L where zi is on the i

For each i E , let c(T) denote the subspectrum of the operator Ti, i.e. the set where the

spectral measures of T are concentrated. Note that e(T = ,(Ti). For instance, the subspectrum

of an operator having the complete system of eigenfunctions with eigenvalues being the rational

numbers of [0, 1] equals to n [o, 1; the subspectrum of an operator having the continuous

spectrum [0,1] is assumed to equal to 0,1) without loss of generality. For this see also 17,

Chapter VII.21-

Consider a projecting mapping P: M - UiEnMi such that P(E(T)) =E(T).

f = UKLet =lAk, Akn A, for k 5 s and

Ak s E Q Vs, I E Ak, S 1, P(c(T,) n P(E(T) = B.,I,

where JJE'(B.,1)Wt 112 = for any cyclic Wt E L 2 t 1}.t t

From all such divisions of we choose and fix the one, which contains the minimal number

of Ak- In the case when all the coordinate spectra a(Ti) axe simple, we define the number

A = minJK} as the spectral index of the vector-operator T.

In 121, the following two lemmas were proved:

Lemma 21. The identity resolution E)J of the vector-operator T equals to the direct sum of

the coordinate identity resolutions E,\I, that is fE,\} = ENEOIL'\}
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Lemma 22. Let each Ti have a cyclic vector a in V. Then the vector-operator T has minimumZ

A cyclic vectors {ak }A 1, having the form ak = EiCA, �i-k=

Below we present the three theorems 2.3, 24 and 25) without their complete proofs. Only

the structural parts of the proofs essential for the current study are presented. The complete

proof of Theorem 23 may be found in 14, 13] and the reader can refer to [15] for the proofs of

Theorems 24 and 25.

i IrniTheorem 23. If Oi and fen n=1 are measures and multiplicity sets of ordered representations

for coordinate operators Ti, i E Q, then there exist processes Pr, and Pr2, Such that the measure

= Prj(10ibEfl)

is the measure of an ordered representation and the sets

Sn == Pr2 (feikIiE-;k=T_,-__i)

are the canonical multiplicity sets of the ordered representation of the operator T. Thus, the

unitary representation of the space L2 on the space EDnL 2 (Sn, ) is the ordered representation

and it is unique up to unitary equivalence.

Proof. We divide the proof into units for convenience. Parts (A) and (B) represent the process,

which we call 'the process of division on subspectra'.

(A) Let a be maximal vectors relative to the operators T in V. We want to find a maximal

vector relative to the vector-operator T. We know, that the vector EiEnai does not give a

single measure, if a set PE(T) n P(cqj)) has a non-zero spectral measure for i : j. Consider

restrictions L?(.i = T. Since all the operators have single cyclic vectors aj, we can divide

D into Ak, k 1 A and apply Lenuna 22 for the operator TiEnTj'. Then we derive A vectors

ak = (DjEAk aj, which are maximal in the respective spaces L2(ak = EDjEAtV(aj).
3

(B) Now let I < A < o. Define k _- EDJEAV. For any two operators Tk and T', k :A s, letJ

us introduce the sets Ek, = P(E(T k) ) n P(E(T')) and Ck = P(E(T k)) \ Ek,,. There exist unitaxy

representations

Uk : L2 (a k) -� L2 R, Pak

Consider measures Ilk and Ak,,, defined as

PA;,., e = ak (e n Eks)

and k (e = ak (e n CO, for any measurable set e. For any operator T k (with respect to ),

measures k and k,, are mutually singular and Pk + k,, =Pak; therefore

L 2(K Pak = L 2(X Pk) ED L 2 R, Pk,.).

This means that (according to our designations):

Uk-I 2 p --- + L 2 (a k) EE) L2(a k,L , Pak k k 'J



and

k k k(2) a = ak T ak,,,

k kwhere ai and ak,, form the measures Pk and k,, respectively. Define also as maxlw,?P} the

vector, which is maximal of the two vectors in the brackets (Note that this designation is valid

only for vectors, considered on the same set. In order not to complicate the investigation we

assume here that any two vectors are comparable in this sense. In order to achieve this, it is

enough to decompose each coordinate operator Ti into the direct sum T ED T�", where the

operators have respectively pure point and continuous spectra. Then after redesignation we

obtain the equivalent vector-operator to the initial vector-operator EDTi).

Consider first two operators T' and T2. It is clear, that the vector

IED = 1 2 1 2a al ED a2 ED max a, ,2,%j

(a') G L2 (a2). Note that a' and a 2and they both may equal zero. The maximal

vector in L (a') ) L 2(W) (D L 2(a') will have the form:

1(D2q)3 = 1T2 3 1�2 3a al.2 ( a3 ED max a,,.2,31 a5, 1 B2

le2 02where al.2 is the narrowed vector a' corresponding to the set which is free from the super-

position with c(T3), as shown in 2).

Continuing this process, we obtain a maximal vector in the ain space L2:

(3) a I& ... eA = aDD ... (DA-1 (1) a A(I) max a1(D ... (DA-1 Ala A1� ... DA-1IED ... q)A-1 A I 1� ... EDA-1, A, I 

Let A = o. We obtain a 1ED ... EM as a vector which satisfies the following equality:

..(DA 2 = lim 1[eL Ej(.)Ia'll ... IL 2(4) ll[(BiEQE'(.)] a(D' L-+oo

since the limit on the right side exists.

(C) The next step is to build the measure of the ordered representation for the vector-operator.

From Lemma 21 and the reasonings above, it follows that such a measure will be

0 = ENEnE40 a 9 ... �A 7a10 ... eA .

(D) The canonical multiplicity sets s of the vector-operator have the form:

S1 P(e'

(5) n u np(e' \e'
mi >,n

Let I = Vien I denote the sliced union of intervals Ii. Similaxly, Ik = VEA hIi - If xi are

variables on I, then Vxi will designate a variable either on I or Ik depending on the context.

This notation shows, that a vector-function

= Z (xi), Zn (X.) ....

on I or Ik may be written as z(Vxi). In particular, we may also write zVxj) instead of

z = EDiEnZi-
6



Let us introduce the space iEnLc'O(Jj')- Here, z(Vxi) E EDiEnL'(Ij') means that

sup ess sup Izi(xi) < ,
iEn XiEPI

where for each i, families f1i'J"O represent compact subintervals of Ii, such that U 1i' = I Inn= n=

[4, Lemma 21], it was shown that (DiEnL"(Ijn = E)iEnL'(Ijn))*, where the space of Lebesgue-

integrable vector-functions (iEnLl(lin) is defined analogously to L2.

We also need to introduce a symbolic integral fV ji f (Vxi) d(Vxi) defined by:

fV A f (Vxi) d(Vxi) = (Di fji f (xi) dxi,

where f (Vxi) is understood to be measurable relatively to d(Vxi), if and only if fi(xi) are

measurable relative to Lebesgue measures dxi. Then

f f (Vxi) dvxi < o
V Ji

if and only if supi fj, f (xi) dxi < oo.

Theorem 24. Let T be a elf-adjoint vector-operator, generated by an EMZ system 1hri1iED-

Let U be an ordered representation of the space L2 = E)iEnL2(Ii) relative to T with the measure

ad the ultiplicity sets Sk, k = , m. Then there exist kernels E)k(VXi, A), measurable relative

to d(Vxi x 0, such that (k(VXi, \ = for \ E R \ Sk and (�iEQT - 6k(VXi, 0 for each

fixed A. Moreover for any bounded Borel set ,

(6) fA I E)k (Vxi, A) 12 dO(A) E E)iEnL`0(.Tjn) Vn E N.

(7) (UW)k (A) = lim w(Vxi)E)k(VxiA)d(Vxi), wEL 2,
n-�oo I.

where the limit exists in L2 (Sk, 0). The kernels {E)k (VXi, A)}n=,, n m, are linearly independentk

as vector-functions of the first variable almost everywhere relative to the measure on Sn-

Proof. Fix i. If Oi and fep'j"j axe respectively the measure and the multiplicity sets of an

ordered representation for T, then there exists the decomposition L = )'i L2(e',Oi), whichI P=1 P
implies Ti = ED" Tip and 2P= n (D"(eP',Oi) are invariant. For vector-operator EE P=1 T)

redesignate -+ EDT,,, s = ipj E Q1, we may write Q - UA Ak-k=1

Let us separate the proof into units for convenience.

(A) For each Tj, j E Ak and k = , A, there exists a single cyclic vector aj E and [18,7

XII.3, Lemma 9 and XIII.5, Theorem l(I)j a function Wj(xj,,\) defined on j x ej (note, that

for a fixed i E Q, = for all p , -m,) and measurable relative to dxj x such that

fWj (xj, A) = 0 A E R \ ej and for any bounded A C ej: Wj Xj, A) 12 dp.j (\) E L (Ijn), n E

N. Also

(8) (Ej(A)Fj(Tj)aj) (xj = fA Wj (xj, A) Fj (\) d1ij (A),

7



for any j E L 2(ej, I,,j On Ik = VCA, Ii, we construct the vector-function

Wk(VXj , A) = {Wl(xi, A),..., W,,(x.,,, A),_ },

which is obviously measurable relative to dvxj) x E p Separate arguments show that this

vector-function is a correctly constructed generalized eigenfunction and thus satisfies the state-

ment of the theorem within each Ak-

Note that since for all p = 1,mi there exists the equality (r - AW = (see [18, XIII.5,

Theorem 1]), it is obvious that((DjEATj-A)Wk = 0, where j = Ti for a fixed i and all p= I, mi.

Al
if P(,E(Ti) nfle(Tj)) has zero spectral measures for all ij E Q, then Ak = U=iAk may

be constructed such that Ak contains of indices i, k}, i E Q, k = , maxi {mi .

(B) Consider the set of indices 112 = {j E Pi : j = i, 1 , i E PI. Construct Ak : S12

A2 A. Apply the reasonings used in (A), considering everywhere Q2 instead of 1. Hence,Uk=1

for each Ak and we find a vector-function Wk(Vxj,,\) which is the solution of the equation

(E)jGA,-Tj A)Y = O- Consider Wjk and W for : k. For ak there exists the decomposition

ak = ak ak (see the proof of Theorem 23). This fact induces the decomposition for Wk:k
Wjk = Wk Wk Wk

i'k lk,.Y- It is cleax that being the restrictions of Wk, the vector-functions i'k

Wk kand ik,, are also the solutions of the equation ((DjEAT - A)y = . They, along with ak and

a k,,, define unitary transformations Uk and Uk such that: Ukk : L2(ak) -+ L2(X Pk) ad Uk .k k ksl k ks 

2ak,) 4 L2(RPk,,,) (see the proof of Theorem 23). This implies, that the decomposition

Wk = Wk (D Wk
1,k Lk,, is correct.

Wk k
Defineasmaxj IksW,",,k}thevector-function,whichcorrespondstothevectormaxtak a. k1l

k k
respectively minf Wlk, I W1,.,,J as the vector-function which corresponds to that ak '. or a,,ki

which is not maximal of the two.

(C) Without loss of generality, suppose that k = and = 2 From the reasonings presented

in Paxt (A) of this proof, it follows that

EWD2 = wl W2 W2
1 1'jED i'2(DmaxfW11'1,2, 1,2,11

is correctly constructed vector-function satisfying the statement of the theorem for the case

T = E)jEATjl ED [DqEATq]. Apply the above described process to 1'D2 and WI' to obtain the1

correctly constructed vector-function:

E02�3 = el(D2 W3 E)1ED2 W3
I 1,102 E 1,3 (3) max f 1,1ED2,37 1,3JED2

Continuing this process, we finally obtain:

E),(VX,"\ = 111 ... EDA = E1ED---EDA2-1 1 E wA2 ( max WE ... E)A2-1 wA2 A2_11
I LIED ... eA2 - 1,A2 f 1,1ED ... DA2-1,A2' 1,A2,1(D ... ED

where in the case of A = 00, E)11) ... eA2 is the function which satisfies (analogously to 4)):1
2 2

(9) [EDiE0E4(A)1 E) 10 ... EDA2do(A) lim [ED� Ej(A)j 61,D.--,DL dOL 7

1 1 fA 1 1 L-+oo

for any bounded Borel set A, where

([eL I(D ... DL, DD ... EDL
OL 0 j=,Ej(.) a a

8



is the measure of the ordered representation of the space (D�- 1L�- The limit on the right side

exists and in fact it appears that

E)III ... IDL 01&--,IIA2
fa d0LG\) --- fa dO(,\),

as L 4 oo.
UA3(D) Define 3 E I : j i, 2}, i E D} Construct Ak Q3 k=lAk. Apply processes

(B) and (C) of this proof, substituting everywhere Q3 instead Of Q2- We obtain a vector-
funCtion E1,1,---0A3'

2 which is defined on the set iP(e'). But, as we know (see (5)), the set 22

also includes the sets where there are non-empty superpositions of c(T). Therefore, designating

el = E)I� ... E)A3 E2 W2
2 2 2=Min{Wl',1,2,

E)A2+ = Min E)1(B ... OA2-1 WA2
2 1 1,1(D-�A2-1,A21 " 1,A2,1(D ... E)A2-1 I

we may again use the process (C) to build the vector-function E2(VXi,,\) defined on S2 and

02 vxi, A) 0 for A R \ 2 Using processes (B), (C), (D) and formula (5), we finally obtain

E)m (vxi, \)

(E) The linear independence is proved by separate arguments. 0

Theorem 25 (Eigenfunction expansions). For any w E L2, there exists a decomposition

M +n
W=E liM (UW)k (,\) E)k (VXi, A) d (A),

k=1 n-*oo n

Theorem 26. Let T be a self-adjoint vector-operator, generated by an EMZ system IIiri}iEn

Let the measure and the sets fsi,}rn 1 be respectively a measure and -multiplicity sets of ank=

ordered representation of the space L2 = ENEOV(Ij), relative to the operator T. The kernels

JE)k}k.l are the generalized vector-operator eigenfunctions, corresponding to the multiplicity

sets (as defined in Theorem 24). Given a bounded Borel function F, which equals zero beyond

a compact Borel set A, the bounded vector-operator F(T) may be represented as an integral

operator:

(10) [F(T)f](Vsi) f (Vxi)K(F; Vsj, Vxi) dvxi),

where f E L 2 and

M

K(F; Vxi, Vsj 1: fa F(A) E)k (VXiI A) E)k (Vsi, A) (A).

k=1

Proof. From Theorem 25 it follows that

[F(T)f](Vxi = E fa (UF(T)f)k (A)E)k(Vxj, A) d(A),

k=1

and since for any spectral representation

(UF(T)f)k (A) = F (A) (Uf)k (A),

9



from Theorem 24 we obtain:
M

(12) [F(T)f`J(Vsi) E fa F(,\)(Uf)k ('\) Ok (VXi, A) d (A)
k=1
M

E fa F(A)E)k(VSi, A) I f (Vxi) E)k(VXi, A) d(Vxi d(A),
k=1

where

(Vi) E)k (VXi, A) d(Vxi = lim f f (Vxi) Ok (VXi, A) d(Vxi),
n-�oo In

for which see formula (7).

Note that (see [18, XII.3.8]) F(T)f E EiEn n' D(Tn)). For any system PibEn of compact

subintervals of the respective intervals from iEQ, define the space EiGOC(Ji = C(J), J

Vi J, as the space of continuous vector-functions with the norm

11f 11C(J) =SUP sup IMS01.
i SEJi

Hence, the mapping f - F(T)f is continuous as the operator from L' to C(J). This means

that there exists a constant M(J), such that

JJF(T)f`JJC(J < M(AMIL2

or

(13) sup sup (F(Ti)fi)(si)J <, MWIIQL2
i siEA

Let m < o. For each i E SI, define Wi as a dense set in L? consisting of functions equalling zero2
beyond a compact subset of Ii. We can interchange the integrals in 12):

(14) [F(T)f](Vsi) f (Vxi)K(F, Vxi, Vsi) d(Vxi),

for f E EDiEpWi and

K(F; Vxi, Vsi) 1: fa F(A) Ok (VX I A) Ok (VSi, A) (A).
k=1

Rom 13) we obtain:

sup sup f`(VxJK(FVxiV.5i)d(Vxi) M(J)IlflIL2
i siEA if,

2It is now clear, that the formula 14) holds for any f E L

Pass now to the case m = o. Recall that

U: L 2 _ E IL2 09k, 0) k=

2 2For each n < o define an orthogonal projector Pn L - L such that

Pn )iEfl fi = U1, - - - A, 0 .... I 

Define continuous linear functionals Oi(fi = (F(Ti)fi)(si), for which there exist gi E L? suchZ
that (F(Ti)fi) (si = (fi, g,,)i. From the reasonings presented in the beginning of this proof for

10



the case of the finite multiplicity, we obtain:

(F(T)U-1P,,Uf)(Vsi) (U-'P,,UF(T)f)(Vsj)
n

1 f F(A) 0, (Vsi A f f xj) Ok (VXi A d(Vxi) d(A).
k=1

That is

(15) (F(T)U-1PnUf)(Vsi) f (Vxi)Kn (F; Vxi, Vsi) d(Vxi),

where
n

K. (F; Vxi, Vsi) Y F(A)E)k Vxil A)6k V8iA) d(A).
k=1

Since

(F(T)U-1PnUf)(Vsi = DiEn(F(T)[U-1PnU]ifj)(si)

([U-'P U1h, 9.,j)1, QU_1PnIY12f2,9-12)2I - -, ([U-lP.U]jfj, 9.,j)j....
-'P -'P

(fl, [U nU]19.,1)1, (h, [U-'PnU]29-12)2, --, (fj, [U nU]j9,'j)j, 

since the coordinate of a unitary vector-operator is unitary in the coordinate space. Rom this

formula and (I 5) we obtain that the coordinate Kn (F; xi, -) of Kn (F; Vxj, -) satisfies the equation

Ki(F;xisi = u-'P-Ulig�'i-

From the last equality it follows that

lim Knz(F; xi, s = lim VlPnUligsi,
n-4oc n-+oo

and thus Ki(F; xi, s = g,, and K(F; Vxi, Vsi = OiEngli which means that the series defining

K (F; xi, ) converges in L2for each fixed Vsi. Moreover,

f(Vxi)K(F;VxiVsi)d(Vxi = EDiEn I f (xi) K'(F; xi, s) dxi

= J(kgs�)I,(hgs�)2 ... (fji gsj)j ... =

= E)iEn(F(Tj)fj)(si = F(T)f)(Vsi).

The theorem is proved.

Since the kernels from Theorem 24 are only measurable relative to A, the following theorem

is important to strengthen the practical value of Theorems 24 25 and 2:

Theorem 27. Each kernel Ok (VXi, A), k = , m, may be decomposed as

Mk

(16) Ok (VXi, A) = E Yak (\)O',k (VXi A,

3=1

where the Mk are finite for each k ad k (Vxi, A) depend analytically on A.

Proof. We separate the proof in parts which will correspond to the analogous paxts of the proof

of theorem 24.



(A') Each kernel Wj (xj, A) from the part (A) of the proof of Theorem 24 may be decomposed:
nj

Wj (., A) L aja (,) aja (., A),
8=1

where aj, are supposed to equal zero on R \ ej, see [18, p. 1351]. Supplementing the defining

systems with zeros where necessary, we obtain:
ni

Wk (VxjA)=(DjEAWj(.TjA) EDjE Ak L aj (A) aja (xj A)
3=1

Nk Nk
a k (A)Ok (Vxj., A),

D DjEAajq0I)Ujq(XjA)=E q qq=l q=l
where

Nk =max nj, a k(A) aj,(\) and Uk (Vxj, A) = EDjEAko'jq(xj, A).
JEAk q q

jEAA:

Since ej and ek do not intersect almost everywhere for j, k E Q2, k, the series Ej EA,, (X)

converges almost everywhere on UjEOP(ej).

(CI) Now pass to part (B). There we obtained the decompositions W = Wk ED Wklk lks

and W = Wl,,, (D Wl,,,k. Let us totally order the set Tj}�2, saying that T k T if
MaXf Wk Wk k k k

1, k,, I Wl, s, k 1'k's. At that, T -- T if and only if T --< T' and T - T . Ac-
cording to this, we build (D�2

,=ITj, where T - TI, j = A - I if A2 , 2 The obtained

vector-operator is obviously equivalent to the initial vector-operator (comprising unordered op-

erators). Note that
NA:

kq(,\)Uk VXj"\)Wlk(vxi,,\) al Iq
q=l

and analogously
N8

Wl'(Vxi,,\) a',(,\)or' (Vxj A.
P=l

All the above leads to the following:

W02 w1j(DW2 W2 W11 ED W2
1 1, l'2�maxIWI'l,2, 1,2,11 1,2

Ni
2 X,al 1 (Vxj, \) ED a ,(_\)or2 VXj,,\)E lq(A)O'lq lp lp

q=l

Nle2

alII2('\)aIID2(VXj'A)
Is la

S=l

where

1)2 = MaXfNlN2}; a1112(A) 2,N' a' Ila i.,(A)+a (A)XI2(A),

11)2 VXj, or I" VXj, A) E a2
Orls 1 1. (VX I '\)X'2 (A)) s = 1, NlED2.

Continuing this process till the finite A2, we obtain:

NIE) ... 9A2

(17) Ol (Vxi, A) =E)IID ... DA2 Ce l(D ... OA2 (A) OrI9 ... EIA2 (Vxj, A),
1: 1.1 13
3=1
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where N maxf N1, N2,... NA2} and for s = 1, Nle ... 9A2:

A2

(18) a le ... �A2 (A) = a I a' (A) (A);(A) L 18
i=2

or le ... DA2 (Vxj, A) = a Vxj, A) ED�2 20,is Vxj, A) Xs (A)

In the case of infinite A2 NID---19A2 is clearly finite. The series in the right side of (18) pointwise
converges, since it consists of items defined on non-intersecting sets. CIe ... DA2

1.9 (vx-, , A) is defined

by induction as the element which satisfies (see 9)

lim ale ... �A2 (Vxj, A) d(A - or III ... OL (Vxj, A) dL (A) 0.
L�00 � � I, Is fa Is 1 =

Since for each finite iteration the equality 17) is fulfilled, it is clear that for an infinite A it

will be fulfilled too.

(DI) Borrowing the designations from (D) and using processes described in (Al) and (U),

we shall come to the decomposition of 81(f ... EDA3:2

Nla ... 9A3

)1e ... eA3 ale ... EDA3 (A)or'e ... eA3 (Vxj, A).
2 E 2s 2a

8=1

To obtain 62(vxj, A), as in (D), we repeat part C') for

( = Ee ... DA3, 2 = W2 E02+1 = WA2
2 2 2 1,2,l ... 2 LA2,le ... DA2-1

Finally, in the same way we obtain decompositions for all Ek(vxi, A), k = , m, which will have

the form 16). 0
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